
Maintain compliance Full audit trails and in-platform 
notifications track every interaction and exception, so 
that you can view live progress on your PSA return and always return to prior years in the event of 
an HMRC audit.

Codify knowledge ARKK’s secure, cloud-based platform allows you to store policies and 
documents related to your PSA return for fast reference and future review.

Increase accuracy Automating repetitive calculations will increase accuracy and demonstrate how 
the final figures were produced for any future inquiries. 

Cost effective Don't overpay because of taking a higher-level approach where taxable expenditure 
can be overstated and not all reliefs and exemptions claimed.

Cloud-native collaboration ARKK's cloud-first approach is more important today than it has ever 
been. Our 'security by design' development principle means our ISO-27001 certified platform has 
been built from the ground up with security at its core. 

PSA (PAYE Settlement Agreements)
Never miss a calculation
Replace days spent manually managing ‘spreadsheets-from-hell’ and 
start using smart automation for your PSA return. 

ARKK’s Platform enables the management of large volumes of data by 
automating repetitive tasks, based on your rules, to identify taxable and 
non-taxable data. Identify the exceptions that need your attention and 
submit your return with increased accuracy and confidence in a fraction 
of the time. 

Simplify PSA Reporting

Save time and reduce admin burden
Eliminate time spent manually categorising expenses.
Instead, focus only on the exceptions that matter
and free up extra days of capacity within your team.



At ARKK, we simplify the complex world of financial and regulatory data for over 890 
clients globally. Innovation brought us to where we are today, and while we are staying 
ahead, so are our customers - not only keeping up with trends but setting them.  
When you partner with ARKK, you can be sure our solutions will deliver efficiency, 
accuracy, and complete confidence.  

Our customers are at the heart of everything we do. We build side-by-side with our 
clients, constantly validating our development against their needs and challenges to 
ensure our platform becomes a part of their internal landscape. Leading with a customer 
first approach means we’re building what our customers actually need, not what we think 
our customers need. Our clients have been supported for 14 years across regulatory and 
tax reporting by our internationally award-winning support team.  

ARKK support solutions and services for a range of financial and regulatory reporting 
including VAT automation, ESEF (European Single Electronic Format) and iXBRL tagging, 
and a suite of regulatory conversion solutions.  
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